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The Impact of Interest Rates on the 
Digital Banking Boom

In recent years, we have seen a dramatic shift in the banking landscape. The rise of 
digital banks has disrupted the industry, and traditional banks are feeling the pressure 
to keep up with the times.

As global interest rates continue to rise, banks are 
feeling pressed for profit margins. With lending and 
deposit rates both moving upwards, net interest 
margins are shrinking, putting profitability at risk.

Traditional Banking vs Fintech – 
Who’s Winning the Market?
There is no question that digital banks have taken 
the banking world by storm. In just a decade, they 
have managed to disrupt the market and emerge 
as competitors to conventional banks. In fact, 
according to the 2020 Global Fintech Technologies 

market report, the fintech market that was worth 
$110.57 billion in 2020 is expected to become a 
$698.48 billion market by 2030, growing at a CAGR 
of 20.3%. According to the same report, digital 
banks are set to dominate the payments and funds 
transfer segment, followed by loans, insurtech and 
wealth management. 
 
In simple terms, we will see digital banks expand 
their dominance over conventional banking from 
the retail sector to other sectors as well. The reason 
for this shift is simple: digital banks can satisfy 

https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/fintech-technologies-market
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consumers better than conventional banks. Digital 
banks are nimble and innovative, and they are not 
burdened by the legacy systems that plague many 
traditional banks. As a result, they are able to offer 
products and services that are much more tailored 
to consumers’ needs. 

What does this mean for conventional 
banks?
They need to step up their game if they want to stay 
relevant in this new world. They need to find ways 
to become more agile and efficient so that they can 
compete with digital banks on equal footing. This 
will not be an easy task, but it is one that traditional 
banks must undertake if they want to survive 
in the long term. The industry is already seeing 
conventional banks and fintechs merging, with 
investors shifting their focus from B2C concepts 
to more B2B concepts, which can end up helping 
conventional banks catch up.

The Rising Interest Rates
The years following the global financial crisis have 
seen historic low interest rates, with Europe in the 
negative interest rate zone. However, this is starting 
to change in the post-Covid global economy.

Factors that include ongoing supply chain issues, 
regional conflicts, rolling lockdowns in China and 
the commodity super cycle have all converged to 
trigger a wave of high inflation. This in turn has put 
the Central banks in a very hawkish state. 

What does this mean for digital 
banks?
Banks typically “lend long and borrow short”. This 
means that in an environment where interest 
rates are rising like we are experiencing today, the 
lending rates tend to remain sticky due to the longer 
maturity period of loans over deposits.

This implies that in the short-term net margins fall 
when interest rates rise but over longer periods net 
margins tend to level out. With net margin out of 
the way, what other factor can play a pivotal role? 
The Interest rate itself! 

Fintech-based digital banks will likely be at a 
disadvantage when interest rates rise. This is 
because they have become reliant on market 
funding and as the lines between digital banks 
and conventional banking blur, there is a rising 
probability of greater systemic risk, leading to 
more cautious investors. 

Traditional banks, on the other hand, have always 
been able to rely on cheap financing from the 
Central Banks in recent years. This has allowed 
them to keep interest rates low, which has helped 
them stay competitive.

As interest rates continue to rise, the gap 
between the banks and the digital banks is likely 
to widen. This could lead to a situation where 
digital banks may get strapped for cash and are 
no longer able to compete against conventional 
banks. This would be bad news for consumers, 
who would lose out on the competitive prices and 
innovative products that the digital banks have 
been offering.  

But there is a silver lining here for conventional 
banks to utilize their position of strength and 
synergize with existing fintechs to meet customer 
needs that have led to the rise of digital banks. 
The future may see conventional banks morph 
into a more digitalized version, heavily reliant on 
fintech for back and front-end support.

“As global interest 
rates continue to rise, 
banks are feeling 
pressed for profit 
margins. With lending 
and deposit rates 
both moving upwards, 
net interest margins 
are shrinking, putting 
profitability at risk.”

https://www.forbes.com/sites/ronshevlin/2022/03/22/will-banks-overtake-fintechs-as-interest-rates-rise-dont-bet-on-it/?sh=226369f12808
https://www.toptal.com/finance/market-research-analysts/fintech-landscape
https://www.stlouisfed.org/on-the-economy/2016/may/banks-more-profitable-interest-rates-high-low
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/606506/adbi-wp1132.pdf
https://www.toptal.com/finance/market-research-analysts/fintech-landscape
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AFFIN BANK: Building a digital 
ecosystem that helps SMEs thrive

At the recent Digital CX Awards 2022 organised by 
The Digital Banker, AFFIN BANK was recognised 
for its excellence when it was declared Winner, 

Outstanding Digital CX for Financial Inclusion – a 
distinct honour for its sincere efforts towards 
inclusivity and innovation. 

Recognizing the significant impact of small and medium enterprises (SMEs), 
including start-ups, on the Malaysian economy, AFFIN BANK has set out to meet 
the challenge of providing digital solutions that serve the needs of this important 
segment. Carving a unique differentiation from its SME banking competitors, 
AFFIN BANK has created SME Colony, the 1st SME community development app 
in Malaysia to address the needs of SMEs in an inclusive manner.  As the name 
suggests, SME Colony is effectively a “colony” bringing SMEs into a meaningful 
platform filled with comprehensive resources, market-driven solutions, and useful 
networks.
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“AFFIN BANK’s aspiration is to pave a new path 
beyond traditional banking services by turning 
this self-service, self-help, and self-marketing 
tool into a meaningful ecosystem where SMEs 
can populate their services and products to 
help fellow SMEs while developing their own 
business and branding. This is outstanding and 
worthy of emulation,” said Nirav Patel, Managing 
Director at The Digital Banker during the awards 
ceremony. 

Standing out in a crowded SME 
banking space 
As a newcomer, AFFIN BANK knew that a digital 
and mobile optimised roadmap with a customer-
centric thought process must be designed to 
compete effectively in the crowded SME banking 
space. 

A true multi-partner approach app with like-
minded organisations and business enterprises, 
SME Colony uniquely delivers an impactful and 
inclusive engagement for the development of 
SMEs with extended networks in a coordinated 
structure. Its continuous efforts for SME Colony 
to be the SME-first platform for comprehensive 
resources and business reference is a refreshing 
change considering most digital solutions offered 
by banks are transactional in nature. 

Worthy to note is AFFIN BANK’s roadmap 
to create and sustain a robust digital SME 
community ecosystem, with SME Colony 
being available at no cost and subscription 
requirements regardless of any banking 
relationship with the Bank. Its core proposition 
is to improve business knowledge, enhance 
financial wellbeing, and commercial networking.

Further content enrichments and interfaces are 
currently underway to make SME Colony a true 
engine of development of the SME community in 
Malaysia.

Engaging SMEs through SMEngage
The adoption of digital, and by extension mobile 
technology, has been gaining strong traction 

among Malaysian SMEs and globally. While the 
government has provided numerous initiatives 
for SMEs, reciprocal efforts from local financial 
institutions to complement these regulatory 
efforts can certainly be enhanced. Aside from 
having access to financial solutions (transactional 
services as currently provided by banks), SMEs 
would also need access to comprehensive 
business resources as well as solutions to 
transform their businesses and improve 
adaptability. 

The emphasis on digitalization, particularly 
for business entities, has never been clearer 
than during this COVID-19 pandemic. Various 
surveys have indicated that SMEs are interested 
in services that go beyond banking. Chief 
among these interests are networking and 
digital opportunities; areas where banks can 
add significant value through collaborative 
exchanges, especially digitally and via mobile.

SME Colony helps transform how SMEs can be 
engaged through digital means instead of the 
traditional banking route. The mobile app also 
serves as a pre-e-marketplace platform for B2B 
and B2C facilitation. The SME Colony mobile app 
achieves this through one of its most important 
core functions – SMEngage. 

As has been proven in business, meaningful 
engagements can only happen through 
engagement opportunities. This includes 
opportunities for SMEs to connect, meet, discuss, 

“AFFIN BANK has 
created SME Colony, 
the 1st SME community 
development app in 
Malaysia to address 
the needs of SMEs in an 
inclusive manner.”
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and conduct business as well as participate in 
forums by multiple partners to expand the network, 
enhance commercial partnerships and promote 
their products and services.

Since the SME Colony mobile app launch in July 
2019, it has registered multiple achievements, 
including:

• onboarded more than 100 meaningful and 
long-term Rakaniaga 

• listed over 200 promotions with positive 
responses

• won 10 regional accolades for its uniqueness, 
effectiveness and innovativeness

SME Colony mobile app’s achievement under three 
years demonstrate AFFIN BANK’s ability to ascertain 
and meet the needs of SMEs through ongoing 
assessment of market trends in building a robust 
SME community digital ecosystem that surpasses 
current banking services.

“AFFIN BANK’s 
aspiration is to pave 
a new path beyond 
traditional banking 
services by turning 
this self-service, 
self-help, and self-
marketing tool 
into a meaningful 
ecosystem where 
SMEs can populate 
their services and 
products to help fellow 
SMEs while developing 
their own business 
and branding.”
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MONIX: Using Fintech to Promote 
Fun and Efficient Digital Lending

What if your mission is to build the most efficient and fun financial platform that brings 
the biggest smile to everyone’s face? This is both aspirational and exciting – exactly 
what MONIX Co., Ltd. has set out to do. 

A joint venture start-up fintech company of the 
SCBx Group, one of the leading banks in Thailand, 
and Abakus Group, a Chinese fintech unicorn with 
cutting-edge expertise in artificial intelligence 
and machine learning, MONIX was established 
with a vision to create opportunities for people to 
prosper and enjoy life. 

MONIX is concerned about the burning problem 
among Thai people – those without financial 
opportunities are resorting to Illegal loans with 
absurdly high interest rates. In its research, MONIX 
found that there are 36 million people who have 
no salary payslips or financial documents to apply 
for loans with traditional banks and legal financial 
institutions and whose monthly incomes are lower 
than 10,000 Baht. These people might fall into the 
trap of turning to shark loans. 

True to its mission, MONIX, in May 2020, launched 
the FINNIX application, a legal, 100% digital 
lending application that offers frictionless credit 
application and fair interest rates with gamification 
features and useful content that promote financial 
literacy. 

For this notable achievement, MONIX was given 
top recognition at the Digital CX Awards 2022 
organised by The Digital Banker. It bagged the 
awards, Best Fintech for Digital CX - Personal 
Finance and Best CX Business Model. 

“MONIX is committed to creating financial 
inclusion in Thailand and to supporting Thai 
people to break the loop of illegal loan sharks. 

It aims to help at least 7.2 million of 36 million 
people in the first phase. MONIX already helped 
over 500,000 people access legal sources of funds 
over the course of one year and its current approval 
rate is 20%-25% while keeping its NPL rate below 
one digit, truly an impressive feat,” said Nirav Patel, 
Managing Director at The Digital Banker during the 
awards ceremony.
 

Biggest pain points in accessing 
legal funds
Based on research among MONIX’s target 
customers, it was revealed that the following are the 
biggest pain points that prevent Thai people from 
accessing legal funds. These are: 

• Low approval rates - the approval rates from 
traditional banks and financial institutions are 
very low

• Waiting time is too long - They are kept waiting 
for so long to get the approval results, ranging 
from three days to a month just to find out that 
their credit application gets rejected

• Too many required documents - a lot of 
financial documents are required for the 
credit application such as salary payslips, 
bank statements, and personal identification 
documents

• Redundant process - they face a redundant, 
complex application process that makes them 
confused and frustrated
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As a result of in-depth analysis and after numerous 
prototypes and product experiments, FINNIX 
was born. This application offers 5 key value 
propositions to solve legal lending’s biggest pain 
points and enable financial opportunities for Thai 
people. 

1. 100% digital native application - FINNIX offers 
a 100% digital, unsecure nano-finance loan 
with an APR of 33% (effective rate) and a higher 
approval rate. The maximum credit line is 
100,000 Baht. Every time they repay, they will 
get the credit back to the credit line. 

2. Leveraging AI and machine learning - provides 
a faster, clearer, and more comprehensive 
customer risk assessment. The FINNIX 
application can approve credit lines in 5 
minutes or less.

3. Smart use of data – FINNIX uses alternative 
data from customers’ mobile data and online 
behaviour instead of financial documents, 
payslips, collaterals or guarantors an advanced 
underwriting model. No collaterals or 
guarantors are required. 

4. Easy application process - customers can 
apply online anywhere in the country, anytime 
without having to visit branch offices.

5. Flexible payment options – to serve its 
customers’ ever-changing financial conditions 
and spending behaviours, the FINNIX 
application provides flexible payment options, 
catered to meet the needs of different 
customer profiles.

   

Great response from customers
Since its launch, FINNIX has saved more than 
500,000 Thai people from shark loans and created 
thousands of jobs with its partners. During the 
pandemic, it has been proven difficult to secure 
funds for doing business. Fortunately, the FINNIX 
application came just in time so that small 
business owners do not have to fall back on the 
mercy of loan sharks, which tend to harass them 
with unfair interest rates. 

FINNIX’s initial goal was to generate 4 million 
app installs and 4 billion Baht loan disbursement 
within the first year of launch. The team was able 
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to surpass these goals by generating over 7 
million downloads and more than 10 billion Baht 
disbursements.

More importantly, the team was able to create 
job opportunities, together with its partner, 
amounting to over 1,000 people thus far.  

Despite the achievements in the past year, 
FINNIX aims to create a better financial life for 
Thai people, not limited to giving out loans. The 
team is working on launching its new digital 
personal loan called FINNIX Ignite to serve people 
who are looking for a legal loan with a high credit 
line at the lowest APR in the market. This product 
enables our customers to have more financial 
opportunities, whether it’s for debt consolidation, 
investments, financial security or personal usage. 

Through a smart combination of digital strategies 
such as word-of-mouth marketing, using 
influencers to promote the app and showcase 
its usage, social media engagement, video 
campaigns and gamification, the team was able 
to improve customer experience in the app 
and remove all the friction to make customers 
enjoy using FINNIX. Ultimately, FINNIX has a 
goal to become the No.1 Financial Application in 
Thailand and SEA region in the next 5 years.

“MONIX already helped 
over 500,000 people 
access legal sources 
of funds over the 
course of one year and 
its current approval 
rate is 20%-25% while 
keeping its NPL rate 
below one digit.”

Khun Thiranun Arunwattanakul
Chief Operating Officer (COO) of MONIX Co., Ltd.
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SC Ventures: Driving innovation 
through disruptive business 
models

SC Ventures (SCV), a business unit that provides a platform & catalyst for Standard 
Chartered to promote innovation, invest in disruptive financial technology and 
explore alternative business models, is nothing less than a trailblazer. In a crowded 
marketplace, SCV looks to differentiate itself by superior technology implementations 
in solution design, platform architecture, and multi-market reach.

One of SCV’s key initiatives is SC Junior. Delivered 
in Dec 2021 in response to the growing desire 
of parents for financial literacy training for 
their children, the SC Junior project provides an 
opportunity to help the Bank’s customers who 
are also parents to be closer to their children 
whilst addressing the need for better financial 
literacy.

The aim behind the project is driven by Standard 
Chartered’s desire to be a bank with a soul. 
Standard Chartered’s purpose is to drive commerce 
and prosperity through its unique diversity together 
with its brand promise to be ‘here for good’. 

The SC Junior project aims to help parents provide 
up-to-date and relevant financial literacy training 

Image: Kapi Ng / Shutterstock.com
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for their children, with a long-term goal to better 
educate children of customers in mass retail and 
affluent segments. 

At the recent Digital CX Awards 2022 organised 
by The Digital Banker, Standard Chartered was 
recognised for its excellence when it was given 
top honours including, Outstanding Digital 
CX in Banking App/Platform, Outstanding 
Implementation of Digital CX Initiative by a 
Team – Asia, and Highly Acclaimed, Outstanding 
Transformation in Digital CX during Covid-19. 

“SC Ventures drives a unique and novel innovation 
agenda with a focus on disruptive business 
models. Its SC Junior project serves the bank’s 
purpose by doing the right thing – teaching kids to 
be financially responsible – while staying focused 
on working towards sustainable solutions for its 
key stakeholders,” said Nirav Patel, Managing 
Director at The Digital Banker during the awards 
ceremony. 

SC Junior: Personalized financial 
literacy for kids 
SC Ventures’ intrapreneurship program offers a 
platform for staff to bring their innovative ideas 
to life, with the support of innovation coaches, 
technology and leveraging Human Centered 

Design and Lean Startup tools.

SC Junior is a showcase of an innovative 
intrapreneurial idea to target a new segment with 
a modern, superior digital customer experience 
tailored to parents and their kids.

SC Junior is a flexible mobile app platform for 
existing-to-bank customers and their children. 
The novel utility of the app is the emphasis on 
parent-child interactions, high quality financial 
literacy content, gamified learning experience and 
family-oriented functionality of goals, tasks and 
rewards for kids. By placing learning and financial 
literacy at the forefront, parents have a means 
for ensuring their kids are better prepared for the 
future.

The SC Junior app is designed to fulfil the bank’s 
social responsibility towards the communities it 
serves. In addition, through the setting of tasks 
and goals with associated rewards, SC Junior 
aims to propagate financial literacy amongst the 
bank’s customers’ children and develop the next 
generation of good citizens with a healthy attitude 
towards personal financial responsibility.

SC Junior is on track with additional transactional 
capability, and deeper content partnerships. 
Thorsten Neumann, SC Ventures CTO driving 

Intuitive display of CASA account and cryptocurrency wallet balances
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this project, says “This additional functionality will 
greatly enhance the experience and directly link 
rewards to completed tasks - both financial and 
non-financial.”

In addition, SC Junior will leverage the SC corporate 
sponsorship with Liverpool FC to bring excitement 
and the positive influence of football sports to 
parents and their kids.
 

CardsPal: Bringing transformation 
amidst a pandemic 
CardsPal was launched in April 2020 to help users 
maximize their credit card savings while enabling 
merchants and banks to showcase their best deals 
to the right people. CardsPal also launched its B2B 
acquisition portal called CardsPal for Business in 
November 2020. This feature allows banks and 

Thorsten Neumann
Technology Lead, SC Ventures

merchants to easily reach out to their desired 
users on a more personalized level. At the height 
of Covid-19, with restrictions and social distancing 
measures in place, many Singaporeans were at 
home which made it challenging for merchants 
and banks to communicate their offers to them. 
CardsPal was able to bridge that gap by being a 
one-stop platform for deals and benefits on the 
different credit cards users own while helping 
merchants target their customer base with the right 
promotions and deals. This is CardsPal’s unique 
selling proposition in Singapore. For example, users 
may be more inclined to purchase an item if they 
are aware of the benefits their bank cards have to 
offer. This level of personalization allowed CardsPal 
to grow and thrive during Covid-19.
 
CardsPal has further evolved by releasing a new 
e-Ticketing feature for live entertainment and 
events. This feature allows event organizers and 
merchants to connect with attendees pre-event, 
during event and post-event with deals and 
promotions that they may be interested in, which 
brings value to the overall experience of their 
attendees. This new feature is another step forward 
in CardsPal’s mission to be the users’ one-stop daily 
digital lifestyle app to help them choose the right 
card at the right place and at the right time, and live 
the life they deserve!

“SC Ventures’ 
intrapreneurship 
program offers a 
platform for staff to 
bring their innovative 
ideas to life, with the 
support of innovation 
coaches, technology 
and leveraging Human 
Centered Design and 
Lean Startup tools.”
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Digital Onboarding is a true digital transformation 
of client onboarding that aims to simplify and 
reduce onboarding time, delivering a much more 
positive client experience.

Through this initiative, Citi has proven that it can 
provide a platform where clients can engage with 

Citi digitally, simply, and quickly across the 
globe, paving the way for the Bank to bring 
home the awards, Best Digital CX – Account 
Opening and Customer Onboarding (WTB) and 
Outstanding Digital CX – Bank Cards (WTB) at 
the Digital CX Awards 2022 organized by The 
Digital Banker.

Citi Digital Onboarding: 
Straight-through processing 
with ease

Citi’s Digital Onboarding solution is a re-designed onboarding process, delivered
through a single window on the bank’s CitiDirect platform. Launched in 2018, the
newly enhanced solution is designed to simplify requirements, reduce the time to 
open accounts and activate services, and digitize the end-to-end onboarding process – 
helping to improve the overall client experience.

Image: 4H4 Photography / Shutterstock.com
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“Citi’s Digital Onboarding solution continually strives 
to improve the client experience by enhancing 
capabilities and expanding to more countries.  
Since its inception, Citi has digitized global account 
openings. In addition, this digital transformation 
can be seen as adding value for clients by creating 
digital end-to-end client interaction, eliminating 
redundant or unnecessary steps and simplifying 
complex activities, and automating internal 
processes,” said Nirav Patel, Managing Director at 
The Digital Banker during the awards ceremony.

A Distinct Solution
“We believe that in order to help our clients achieve 
their digital goals, it is important for us to think 
like a tech company, versus a traditional bank, and 
that’s the model we are using at Citi Treasury & 
Trade Solutions. Our innovative digital solutions, 
such as Digital Onboarding, enable growth for 
clients, and we are investing in our platforms to help 
meet the evolving needs of Digital Natives as well as 
traditional clients that are digitizing quickly,” stated 
Naveed Anwar, Global Head of Digital, Citi Treasury 
and Trade Solutions.

The digital onboarding experience at Citi is 
distinct from competitors because of its simplified 
customer experience and the global scale at which 
it is offered. Hosted on CitiDirect, Citi’s online 
banking platform, the CitiDirect Digital Onboarding 
portal provides clients with visibility over all their 
requests with Citi and allows them to complete 
requirements in a convenient single window. This 
digital experience is further differentiated for clients 
through the bank’s extensive global footprint, 
reaching 49 countries and offered in 10 languages.

Another competitive differentiator is Citi’s 
document issuance process, designed to simplify 
client onboarding. Using the Citi solution, clients 
receive a single, streamlined document checklist 
in the portal covering Account Opening, KYC, and 
Product documentation requirements. As part of 
the Digital Onboarding offering, clients can eSign 
in 72 countries and jurisdictions, and submit 
their documentation via the CitiDirect portal. The 
onboarding time for select product setups is then 
expedited using straight-through processing, which 

streamlines and speeds up the entire process, 
which is key to a better customer experience.

Accelerating account opening with 
ease
Citi’s digital onboarding solution is a welcome 
innovation for Citi’s customers. This is evident in 
the Bank’s client satisfaction ratings, which have 
steadily risen since 2018 with a 7% increase in 
2021, lifting the overall rating to 85%. CitiDirect 
Digital Onboarding aims to accelerate account 
opening, allowing for a much simpler, more digital, 
visible, and convenient method by which clients 
can open accounts. As a result, clients can have 
a single window into onboarding activity with 
less information required from them. Clients can 
initiate and complete an entire account opening 
online and can track their status, providing 
required information through the portal.

The documentation required is also presented 
conveniently for clients through the use of 
eSignatures, reducing the need to print, sign 
and mail documents – particularly pertinent 
for clients in decentralized and remote working 
environments.

Naveed Anwar
Global Head of TTS Digital Platforms
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The continuous efforts to enhance Citi’s Digital 
Onboarding solution have:

• Dramatically cut onboarding time by 41% in 
2021

• Expedited account opening in 49 countries and 
jurisdictions 

• 90% of incoming account requests are covered 
digitally in live countries and jurisdictions

Moreover, eSignatures are now available in 72 
countries and jurisdictions, reducing the need for 
“wet ink” signatures. Systemic prefill of product 
documents is now enabled, covering 41% of cash 
deals to help minimize client onboarding time.

This tremendous improvement to the customer 

experience has translated directly to business 
success. In fact, Citi has reported that this 
solution has increased client satisfaction to 
85%, not to mention driving efficiency for 
Citi’s document specialists, providing greater 
automation and fewer manual processes, 
including auto-selection of documentation 
covering 57% of cash deals.

Citi’s end-state onboarding vision is to continue to 
enhance the digital foundation created with this 
Digital Onboarding initiative. In the future, the 
bank aims to allow clients to leverage self-service 
capabilities across Onboarding and Maintenance 
requirements for a more consistent, seamless 
omnichannel experience, including Signer 
Management activity.

“The digital onboarding 
experience at Citi is 
distinct from 
competitors because 
of its simplified 
customer experience 
and the global scale at 
which it is offered.”
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Standard Chartered Hong Kong: 
Holistic digital banking and wealth 
management services

The history of Standard Chartered in Hong Kong 
dates back to 1859. It is currently one of the Hong 
Kong SAR’s three note-issuing banks and now 
operates as a licensed bank in Hong Kong under 
the name of Standard Chartered Bank (Hong 
Kong) Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
Standard Chartered PLC. 

With the rich history, Standard Chartered Hong 
Kong has obtained vast amount of customer 
understanding.  To enable deeper personalization 
of client services, the bank has leveraged on 
advanced use of data and analytics. One area 
where there is much scope for this is in solving 
customers’ more complex wealth management 
needs. Wealth management or investing is often 
a complex decision-making process for clients. 
However, with technology and the use of data and 
analytics, Standard Chartered Hong Kong could 
bring together vast amounts of information to 
personalise investment suggestions for customers 
based on their risk profile and/or current holdings 
and respond quickly to market changes. This 
empowers customers to easily review how they 
can make their investment portfolio and make it 
more diversified and better performing. 

Because of its numerous achievements and 
advancements in pursuing market-leading digital 

customer experience initiatives, it is only fitting 
that Standard Chartered Hong Kong win the 
award, Best Retail Bank for Digital CX - Hong 
Kong at the Digital CX Awards 2022 organised by 
The Digital Banker.

“Standard Chartered Hong Kong continues to 
expand its mobile-first strategy and dedicated 
resources to improve mobile experiences. Its 
vision is to provide holistic digital wealth and 
international banking services to its affluent 
segment through a convenient self-service model 
combined with relationship manager personal 
services leveraging on technology,” said Nirav 
Patel, Managing Director at The Digital Banker 
during the awards ceremony.

Solid digital wealth management 
capabilities 
Standard Chartered Hong Kong leverages two 
approaches to serve its affluent clients’ needs. 
First, it provides self-service capabilities such 
as remote onboarding and digital wealth to be 
“anywhere, anytime” for its clients. In addition, 
it also enables frontline relationship managers 
(RM) to strengthen advisory and relationship 
management capabilities. One example of this is 
its Personalised Investment Ideas (PII) capability, 

Standard Chartered Bank (Hong Kong) Limited (Standard Chartered Hong Kong) takes 
a holistic approach to understand clients’ needs by leveraging research, always-on 
feedback mechanism and NPS score to determine future investment and development 
needs. Standard Chartered Hong Kong understands that it is important for its clients to 
access convenient and instant banking services anywhere, anytime. Equally important 
is for its affluent clients to get access to personal services and advice from their 
respective relationship manager (RM) anywhere.
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which leverages Artificial intelligence and Big Data 
to provide tailored investment ideas for clients. 

In addition to its existing digital wealth offering 
with capabilities such as Digital Mutual Fund, 
FX and Equities, Standard Chartered Hong 
Kong plans to increase its product penetration 
by shifting to automated assessments of 
clients’ portfolios and providing more tailored 
recommendations in real-time. 

In the past two years, the Bank has also 
invested heavily in marketing technology 
(Martech) deployment, which aims to improve 
digital client experience and engagement. The 
tools include a data management platform, 
analytics, optimization platform and campaign 
management. The martech tools have enabled 
Standard Chartered Hong Kong to deliver smarter, 
relevant messaging to clients consistently across 
different touchpoints such as email, online ads, 

SMS and mobile. The automation feature allowed 
its staff to focus on optimising the campaigns 
based on client profiles, interests and responses.

Straight-through processing 
journeys 
For its mass segment, given the demand for 
convenient and instant banking services, its 
approach is to enhance the digital experience 
consistently and leverage the partnership model 
to extend the Bank’s presence in its clients’ daily 
life.  

In the past year, Standard Chartered Hong Kong 
launched several straight-through processing 
acquisition journeys and services to clients 
including credit card applications and credit card 
transaction details available for review online. 
The bank is also strengthening its payment 
capabilities to cope with the ever-changing client 
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needs.  Works are on the way to enable web-
to-app payment, customer QR codes to receive 
money, and more, making payments fast and 
easy.

Given its good head start, Standard Chartered 
Hong Kong plans to increase the number 
of straight-through processing journeys by 
leveraging digital authentication to verify 
customer requests remotely, removing the need 
to physically visit the branch. 

For credit card services, the vision is to enable a 
100% digital servicing model wherein credit card 
dispute request, credit card PIN reset, report 
card lost, and auto transfer of wallet top-up 
instruction to the new card, can all be done 
digitally, hassle-free. 

With the straight-through processing of its 
products onboarding and digital servicing, it’s no 
wonder that Standard Chartered Hong Kong’s 
productivity has increased significantly because 
of paperless transactions and automation 
efficiency.

“Standard Chartered 
Hong Kong’s vision 
is to provide holistic 
digital wealth and 
international banking 
services to its affluent 
segment through 
a convenient self-
service model 
combined with 
relationship manager 
personal services 
leveraging on 
technology.”
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A hybrid cloud system for banks
is on the rise

Massive adoption of digital technologies is taking place as a result of the pandemic, 
especially as cloud computing takes centre stage in many organizations.  Financial 
institutions are taking note of the hybrid cloud for a particular reason.

For banks and financial services, hybrid clouds are 
an effective way to improve service by meeting the 
market’s expectations for fast, customized, and 
secure services. According to Deloitte observers, 
cloud computing has gained the attention of IT 
professionals in banks lately because it helps 
to better satisfy shifting client demands and 
create alternative business models. A number of 
banks and technology companies have formed 
partnerships to develop cloud technologies. 
Bank of America has turned to IBM Cloud for its 
financial services, just as Banko Santander added 
Microsoft Azure to its hybrid cloud platform.

A hybrid cloud computing system will allow the 
banking system to adapt to changing needs and 
benefits as they arise. In addition to providing 

computing, storage, and services, it creates a 
flexible and secure digital environment.

What’s Driving the Adoption of 
Cloud in Banks? 
With Hybrid cloud technology, a financial 
institution or bank can protect or scale its data 
according to its requirements while maintaining 
the pace and appearance of its existing 
workflows.

This is the driving force behind the adoption of 
cloud-native frameworks by a growing number of 
financial services sectors. The worldwide finance 
cloud market is predicted to reach a value of 
over $80 billion by 2025, with a CAGR of more 

https://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/financial-services/articles/bank-2030-financial-services-cloud.html
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than 23.75%, according to a report by Mordor 
Intelligence. For many years, banks considered 
the cloud a risky move, but it has been gaining 
traction due to several factors.

A Need for Flexibility And Agility
Most financial institutions have a large number 
of monolithic, heavily soiled legacy systems 
that are difficult to scale and change and 
consume resources. On the other hand, cloud 
native platforms are scalable on-demand, and 
enterprises can innovate in reaction to market 
developments and pivot as necessary with micro-
service-based applications.

The Transition to OpEx Models
For years, financial institutions have used on-
premise data facilities, which require massive 
spending on space, software, equipment, and 
trained staff. In the cloud, IT spending can be 
switched to OpEx models that are usually tax-
deductible and can be subtracted from revenue 
to calculate ROI.

Real-Time Information Requirement
All industries need real-time information, but the 
financial sector is particularly dependent on it. 
These companies frequently use high-frequency 
trading software to examine tick-by-tick data and 
look for market signals, such as price swings and 
rate fluctuations. These programmes can execute 
and alter orders and plans in milliseconds after 
spotting trends before other investors. A few 
seconds of lag can cost an organization billions 
of dollars. It is this need to reduce the latency 
that drives cloud adoption in the financial 
services sector.

Increasing Data Storage Requirements
Massive data storage requirements have always 
applied to financial institutions, and efficient data 
storage has always been crucial to maintaining 
operations at the lowest possible cost. As big 
data, machine learning, sophisticated analytics, 
automation, and mobile apps proliferate, these 
pools of data have grown manyfold over the 
past few years. For this growth to be sustained, 
significant infrastructure upgrades and continual 
development are required.

The Changing Behaviour of Customers
Customer behaviour is changing rapidly. According 
to Gallup research, only 66% of millennials visited 
a real bank branch in 2017. There is an increase 
in the use of online banking services by younger 
generations, especially on their smartphones. Banks 
must provide their clients with customized digital 
experiences, services made possible by cloud-native 
technologies.

Achieving Compliance and Security
Each industry’s profile has very specific regulatory 
requirements, such as capital markets, banking, and 
insurance. Financial services organizations have 
no choice but to adhere to constantly changing 
regulatory requirements as laws vary across 
countries and regions. 

In terms of systemic security services, such as 
identifying potential breaches, public cloud 
providers offer much better security mechanisms 
than traditional systems. Organisations that adhere 
to recommended practices for container security 
can protect their applications from a wider variety 
of threats.

The Challenges to Hybrid Cloud 
Adoption
Cloud adoption in the banking sector is slow despite 
explosive growth and multiple cloud strategies. 
Banks and financial services are facing the following 
challenges when adopting cloud technology

Privacy and security of data
Data security is of utmost importance for 
financial institutions. The sensitive nature of 
banking information makes it highly valuable and 
particularly vulnerable. For each compromised 
account, IBM found that a company pays $145 
to $154 as a result of a data breach. As banking 
information is even more sensitive and valuable, it 
could even exceed that amount. An important task 
like this is enough to make many bank executives 
hesitate.

Complying with regulations
Banks are required to meet extremely stringent 
standards by their business partners and 

https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/finance-cloud-market
https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/finance-cloud-market
https://www.csbs.org/newsroom/gallup-poll-millennials-and-their-banking-habits
https://www.ibm.com/security/data-breach
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jurisdictions. Data privacy laws frequently set 
restrictions on how the financial sector can store 
and manage personal information. Bank executives 
are worried that by putting everything in the cloud, 
important details could be overlooked, leading to 
costly fines and bad press.

Control
Having control over your business’s critical 
applications and data is very important. It may 
limit your flexibility and agility if you pass it off 
to someone else. When you give the service 
provider control over your data, you put yourself 
at their mercy. It’s unnerving to consider that you 
might miss a crucial update simply because you 
weren’t able to make changes on the spot. Many 
organizations are deterred from going to the cloud 
because of the lack of total control.

How Can Banks Benefit from Hybrid 
Cloud?
By leveraging the private and public clouds, banks 
can improve their customer experience with cloud 
architecture. In the banking industry, the hybrid 
cloud offers the following benefits:

Cost Reduction
Cost reduction is one of the main advantages of 
cloud computing for financial services like banking.  
Managing customers don’t require a high-end 
infrastructure for banks. Rather than investing 
in data storage infrastructure, they can invest in 
business initiatives.

Scalable to Any Size
Banks must maintain a hybrid cloud for 
managing their customers as more and more 
of them turn to online channels. Scaling 
the infrastructure without buying any new 
equipment on-premises is possible as the traffic 
increases. Instant scaling is possible with a 
hybrid cloud without placing an undue strain on 
the system.

Secure Storage
Hybrid clouds provide secure data storage as 
one of their biggest benefits. A private cloud 
can be used to store confidential information, 
while a public cloud can be used to store low-risk 
information. Various types of data can be stored 
by banks on different systems.

Customer Analytics
With a hybrid cloud designed specifically for 
banking, data can be stored in the cloud. With 
the use of Artificial Intelligence and Machine 
Learning, banks may gain insightful knowledge 
about their clients. This information can be 
used for up-selling, cross-selling, and customer 
support. The use of hybrid cloud storage enables 
big data applications to improve banking 
outcomes.

Connectivity between ecosystems
Hybrid cloud adoption also promotes ecosystem 
cooperation, enabling extensive communication 
and coordination with suppliers, distributors, 
partners, financial advisors and customers.

“All industries need 
real-time information, 
but the financial 
sector is particularly 
dependent on it.”
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In 2020, SCB launched the Banca Omni project. 
The key customer-centric objective of the Omni 
initiative was twofold. One is to reduce current 
customer pain points, and the other is go beyond 
the ordinary to deliver a “signature” industry leading 
bancassurance experience.

In the current process, the client is required to 
self-declare their needs which inhibits the discovery 
of their needs/wants holistically. If clients mainly 
choose savings/investments, the Bank is unable 
to recognize and intersperse insurance offerings 
as a viable value proposition, within the journey. 

Standard Chartered Bank (SCB) takes pride in serving its customers. Being in the 
insurance space, it is imperative for the Bank to be a part of every life event of the 
customer. It continuously strives to provide holistic advice to its clients for protecting 
and growing their wealth as they pursue their life goals through multiple touchpoints 
with a seamless experience – and making that an omnichannel solution is key.

Standard Chartered Bank: 
Personalized engagement in the 
life insurance journey
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The Insurance business is mostly face-to-face 
engagements and does not cater for DIY, Hybrid 
sales. 

Additionally, SCB is heavily reliant on the 
insurance provider systems. There is currently no 
review capability built into the journey which is 
intuitive and serves to meet the client’s ongoing 
Insurance needs.

In tackling this issue, Standard Chartered aimed 
to transform the way clients engage the bank for 
their insurance needs:

1. Discovery: Easy interactive goal planning and 
financial needs process help clients better 
understand how their insurance portfolio 
can help them meet their life goals while 
protecting their loved ones.

2. Omni channel: Seamless experience through 
multiple touchpoints and channels with the 
ability for clients or advisors to stop and pick 
up their journey as they please.

3. Deep & personalized engagement: Omni 
would allow clients to transact and request 
information on their policies with ease. 
Regularly scheduled client reviews also help 
clients stay on track towards achieving their 
life goals

This approach helped propel SCB to the top of its 
customers’ consideration for their life insurance 
needs. It also helped Standard Chartered Bank 
win the award, Outstanding Digital CX – Life 
Insurance at the Digital CX Awards 2022 organised 
by The Digital Banker.

“Through its Omni offering, SCB was able to 
engage its customers capitalizing on the right 
points during their planning process. This also 
allowed the Bank to stay ahead of the changing 
requirements using the engagement and review 
features, while at the same time offering great 
convenience to its clients to directly engage using 
the DIY module on SC mobile,” said Nirav Patel, 
Managing Director at The Digital Banker during 
the awards ceremony.

This recognition served as a great motivation for 
the team to do even better. “This award is a great 
testimony to the dedication of the team who took 
on an ambitious vision, held it close to their hearts 
and went all out to make it happen. We are ready 
to take the industry by storm,” remarked Gautam 
Duggal, Global Head, Bancassurance at Standard 
Chartered Bank. 

A fruitful journey 
As part of Phase 1 in 2020, SCB launched a full 
transaction suite in China wherein it introduced 
the capability to conduct transactions within the 
bank’s environment. For the less digitally inclined 
customer, SCB’s relationship managers helped 
customers fulfil their needs. With the digital boom 
in the insurance space in China, this introduction of 
transaction capability hugely benefited the business.  

As part of phase 2 in 2021, SG and HK SCB have 
since launched a plethora of features as a suite 
which includes Portfolio Review and the ability to 
help its frontline staff to engage bank customers 
effectively. 

In terms of qualitative improvements, SCB’s 
engagement feature using contextual triggers 

“The key customer-
centric objective of 
the Omni initiative 
was twofold. One is 
to reduce current 
customer pain points, 
and the other is go 
beyond the ordinary 
to deliver a “signature” 
industry leading 
bancassurance 
experience.”
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allowed the Bank to identify customers who are 
ready for an insurance conversation. By identifying 
this group of clients, the team can ensure that 
its frontline staff are reaching out to the set of 
customers with needs that are aligned with its 
offerings. 

The triggers also help identify the needs of 
customers based on their transaction behaviour 
and engagement with the bank with respect to 
their overall portfolio. The engagement feature also 
helped inform its staff when it is time to reach out 
to existing clients to help review their insurance 
portfolio driven by changes to their overall holdings/
customer behaviour or on a predefined review 
cycle/rhythm. 

The data and analytics, are what fuel this 
engagement feature. The dynamics of how it 
operates are driven by the data reservoir available 
with the bank across various markets. 

This feature breaks the mould of relationship 
managers being the initiators of insurance 
conversations in a traditional model. SCB has 
developed a client-driven portfolio review 
which also allows its clients to initiate the ask/
conversation, thus informing their relationship 
manager of this intent. 

The portfolio review was designed to help educate 
clients and list products in a way that resonates 
well with customer needs. The conversation is 
enriched as the customer is well informed and is 
onboarded with the Bank for the long run. The 
user-friendly nature of the feature ensures that 
customers always have access to their insurance 
holdings in the palm of their hands (using SC 
mobile banking). 

In Phase 3 (2022), SCB will bring the transaction 
capabilities to SG & HK and integrate them with 
the features released in Phase 2.
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Fiserv: Partnering with banks to 
elevate digital card experiences

Nowadays, consumers expect easy-to-use anytime, anywhere account access and 
convenience. Card-based transactions continue to be the preferred payment method 
for consumers, but the transactions are evolving rapidly and are increasingly becoming 
more digital.

On the other hand, banks need to deliver secure 
and convenient consumer payment experiences. 
Financial institutions also need to drive immediate 
usage for their credit and debit card programs and 
empower their users to instantly transact. 

These evolving needs by both consumers and 
financial institutions drive the strategy of Fiserv 
Inc., as a leading provider of financial technology 
and payment solutions to banks, credit unions, 
corporations and businesses of all sizes.

CardHub℠ from Fiserv is a mobile and online 
banking app that provides consumers with the 
ability to control their credit and debit cards, clearly 
see their spending, and use their cards more easily. 
The app was launched in July 2021 with the objective 
of delivering personalized digital credit and debit 
card management capabilities to all consumers by 
partnering with financial institutions. 

The largest financial institutions have significant 
technology research and development budgets, 

Image: Tada Images / Shutterstock.com
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while smaller credit and debit card issuers are 
frequently at a resource disadvantage and are 
challenged to compete.

CardHub democratizes best-in-class mobile and 
online banking services for payment cards by 
providing financial institutions – regardless of size 
– with a robust digital card management capability 
that competes with even the largest banks and 
tech giants. Because CardHub works with financial 
institutions of every size, all consumers’ needs are 
met. With CardHub, digitally-minded consumers 
can take advantage of self-service and digital 
interactions with unprecedented payments safety, 
speed and convenience. These interactions provide 
consumers with the ability to manage their credit 
and debit cards when and however it suits them, 
enabling them to easily manage their money.

At the recent Digital CX Awards 2022 organised by 
The Digital Banker Fiserv bagged the award, Best 
Payments Solution by a Vendor – a much-deserved 
win for an organization that’s always at the cutting 
edge of innovation. 

“Fiserv is a leader in payments and financial 
technology, helping clients achieve best-in-class 
results through a commitment to innovation and 

excellence in areas including account processing 
and digital banking solutions, card issuer 
processing, network services and payments. By 
partnering with Fiserv, financial institutions benefit 
from higher card usage, deeper cardholder loyalty 
and lower fraud and service costs,” said Nirav Patel, 
Managing Director at The Digital Banker during the 
awards ceremony.

CardHub: Delivering services digitally 
CardHub from Fiserv delivers a digital journey that 
distinguishes financial institutions, elevates their 
brand, and helps them successfully compete in 
their markets. A properly designed and robust card 
program is one of the financial service industry’s 
best assets. A card program is a critical relationship 
product that delivers convenience to consumers, 
and cardholder loyalty and income benefits to 
financial institutions. 

Delivering these services digitally ensures financial 
institutions keep their consumers safe and able to 
transact securely. 

In the past years, consumers’ lives and spending 
profiles have changed dramatically due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. The vestiges of social 
distancing, a restructured retail environment 
and a reduction in travel have resulted in an 
overall change in consumer purchasing habits. 
For example, in-store and in-person transaction 
volumes have declined, and online purchases are 
rising. 

Even for in-person purchases, many people never 
pull out a physical card or even choose a card − they 
just pay with the default card in their digital wallet. 
Card-on-file and subscription purchases are also 
accelerating, as are contactless and digital wallet 
transactions. Meanwhile, fraudsters remain at large 
and refuse to take a break. 

These significant factors have required financial 
institutions to reimagine their mobile and digital 
services. With CardHub, Fiserv’s clients can offer 
their consumers a self-service tool for debit and 
credit card programs that provides safe and 
convenient capabilities and access to financial 

Mr. Randy Piatt
Vice President - Product Solutions, Fiserv, Inc.
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information – whenever and wherever they transact. 

The use of self-service payment technologies was 
already trending up before the rise of COVID-19. 
Now, tools like CardHub promote contactless 
transacting and social distancing to keep consumers 
safe, enabling them to conduct their financial 
transactions and avoid unnecessary physical contact 
with people or objects.

In addition, CardHub reduces service calls, customer 
dispute costs and fraud by letting customers clearly 
see where their card is being used. Merchant 
names, logos, contact information, and locations are 
available for each credit or debit card transaction. 

New generations of digital card 
capabilities
Today’s consumers demand safe, frictionless and 
personalized payment experiences that align with 
their evolving lifestyles. Modernized, digital-first 
card experiences eliminate wait time and strengthen 
consumers’ emotional bonds with financial 
institutions through repeated, positive interactions 
in real-time. The Fiserv strategy is simple: to 
improve consumers’ financial lives by delivering new 
generations of digital card capabilities.

CardHub is currently used by 676,000 cardholders 
who receive their financial services through 

approximately 100 financial institutions across 
the United States. CardValet, one of the existing 
CardHub brands, has received more than 17,000 
consumer reviews on the Apple App Store with an 
average 4.6 rating and more than 10,400 consumer 
reviews on Google Play with an average rating of 4.4 

Its interactions with payment card issuers and 
cardholders show that Fiserv is delivering fresh 
digital experiences centred on consumers’ day-
to-day needs. Fiserv is presently creating more 
experiences for cardholders that are seamless, 
efficient, and engaging. Currently, Fiserv anticipates 
enrolling approximately 2,000 clients on CardHub 
within the next 18 months.

“By partnering with 
Fiserv, financial 
institutions benefit 
from higher card 
usage, deeper 
cardholder loyalty 
and lower fraud and 
service costs.”
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HSBC UK: Inclusivity at the heart of 
strategic developments

Of the various institutions serving the UK market, HSBC is uniquely placed to support 
its UK (and global) customers on their retirement journey. With a range of channels, 
products and services, it can meet the unique and diverse needs of its 14.75 million 
active customers. HSBC has strived to democratise its wealth propositions, putting 
inclusivity at the heart of its strategic developments.

The Retirement Hub is a manifestation of this 
strategy. Built on insights and designed to address 
both barriers and concerns articulated by customers 
in all life stages and demographics, HSBC’s ambition 
is to use its digital capability to deliver accessible 
and straightforward multi-channel solutions to 
customers. 

Launched in Nov 2021, following a 10-month project 
development, the HSBC UK Retirement Hub aims to 
achieve the following objectives: 

• Provide information about retirement 
planning to customers across all identified 
personas, from the beginner to the more 
expert individual, and take them on a 
logical journey through to consideration. 

• Address the key barriers to retirement 
planning. For example, younger 
generations want lower financial entry 
points and alternatives to tying up access 
until age 55.

Image: Alex Yeung / Shutterstock.com
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• Disconnect the concept that the only 
answer to retirement planning is a 
pension, to deliver accessible options to 
all, irrespective of life stage, knowledge 
level, as well as current and future financial 
aspirations. 

• Create an interactive tool (Retirement 
Calculator) which enables users to 
articulate their aspirations without needing 
technical knowledge and represents 
future lifestyles (as defined by the PLSA, 
a UK body representing the interests of 
the workplace pensions) in a way which 
engages both beginners and experts. 

• Address the retirement gender gap with 
inclusive information and solutions, backed 
up by independent research.

Once customers have reached a point when 
they want to consider their next steps, HSBC 
UK has a team of experts available through 
both an online chat function, and a telephone 
call back, who are qualified to discuss options 
with the customer and arrange a referral 
when appropriate to a financial adviser. This 
multi-channel approach enables customers to 
interact in a way they feel most comfortable. 
And based on the results so far, the strategy is 
proving to be successful. 

So much so that HSBC UK was bestowed the 
award Highly Acclaimed, Outstanding Digital CX 
for Financial Inclusion at the Digital CX Awards 
2022 organised by The Digital Banker. 

“HSBC UK seeks to meet the needs of customers 
across many segments, including novice and 
more wealthy customers (with access to a wealth 
manager and specialist retirement teams). 
The team’s focus on enabling more customers’ 
retirement needs to be met through a network of 
advisers and access to its team of specialists help 
improve customers’ financial well-being now and 
in retirement,” said Nirav Patel, Managing Director 
at The Digital Banker during the awards ceremony.

An Inclusive Approach to Retirement 
and Finance
The HSBC UK Retirement Hub is a significant 
step in combining the bank’s digital and mobile 
retirement propositions. It recognises that many 
customers will go online or mobile as a first way of 
researching concepts and so a new hub of content 
was critical to this. The overarching strategy is to 
help customers secure a better financial future 
and to improve their financial well-being all the 
way to retirement. 

Another notable feature of the Retirement Hub is 
its inclusive approach to women, backed up with 
unique insight and tailored content. Relatable 
women talking on video about their different 
perspectives shows women they are not alone 
in facing a gap but there is much they can do 
to close it. HSBC UK’s You Gov study revealed 
that 56% of women over 35 had saved less than 
£1,000 towards their retirement, and women are 
especially vulnerable to pension poverty with 10% 
of retired women not even having enough income 
to cover their bills. 

In future, the team at HSBC UK is looking at 
several strategic and tactical developments such 
as the inclusion of more gender gap-led content, 
additional articles and calculators, to assist those 
close to retiring to support with conversations 
resulting from the users’ Retirement Hub journey.

“HSBC has strived to 
democratise its wealth 
propositions, putting 
inclusivity at the 
heart of its strategic 
developments. The 
Retirement Hub is a 
manifestation of this 
strategy.”
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SME Online Financing is the only SME digital 
financing in the market that allows financing 
applications to be made both through the web 
and mobile app. The mobile app solution offers 
customers the option to “DIY” their applications 
but the less tech-savvy can also opt to submit their 

applications assisted by the RHB sales team. 

First launched in 2018, RHB SME Online Financing 
was introduced as part of the RHB SME Digital 
Transformation initiative. In 2021, digital 
enhancements to its loan application channel were 

RHB’s innovative approach to the development and delivery of financial solutions 
through high levels of digitalisation creates a more seamless and secure, and 
personalised end-to-end banking experience for customers. Within the SME segment, 
RHB continues to enhance their digital SME ecosystem, resulting in a number of first-in-
market solutions; one of which is the SME Online Financing platform.

How RHB Digital SME Financing 
Made a Difference in COVID Relief 
Efforts

Image: Postmodern Studio / Shutterstock.com
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made which include offering remote interviews 
using facial recognition technology and virtual 
site visits with geotagging capabilities. These 
new features proved especially useful to 
tackle the challenges posed by the movement 
restriction during the pandemic by enabling 
applicants to interact with the Bank in a safe and 
secure environment.

RHB’s strategy is to strengthen its customer 
proposition through enhanced products and 
services, as well as improve overall banking 
experience by leveraging on breakthrough 
solutions to address market disruption, 
competition, and market needs. Technology such 
as Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning 
were deployed to enhance processes using 
real-time application processing capabilities to 
improve turnaround time for loan applications. 

Since launching the SME Online Financing in 
2018, RHB has achieved tremendous growth 
in its small ticket lending portfolio, from RM65 
million in 2018 to above RM1 billion in June 
2022.

For its notable achievements, RHB has been 
recognized at the recent Digital CX Awards 
2022 organised by The Digital Banker when it 
was declared Highly Acclaimed, Outstanding 
Digital CX - SME Loans. “During these times of 
crisis, RHB stepped up to the plate and helped 
small businesses weather the storm by going 
above and beyond in its COVID relief efforts and 
making a difference in how it engaged SMEs in 
these trying times,” said Nirav Patel, Managing 

Director at The Digital Banker during the awards 
ceremony.

Innovating digital sales channel 
By adopting a customer centric, holistic approach, 
RHB further enhanced its back-end IT systems 
by innovating its digital sales channel in order to 
elevate the banking experience of its retail and 
business banking customers.

This led to the introduction of the Smart Interview 
and MyKad Verification digital capabilities into 
its Mobile app online application ecosystem; the 
first of its kind within any SME Financing mobile 
app in Malaysia and anywhere in the region. The 
Smart Interview feature enables the sales team 
to conduct virtual site inspections and interview 
SMEs prior to loan approvals which is part of the 
mandatory due diligence. 

This ensures customers are still able to submit 
loan applications via online channels without 
having to be physically present at the site 
or branch to meet with the RHB sales team; 
especially during the lockdown period when 
movement restrictions were in place. 

Mr Jeffrey Ng
Managing Director, Group Community Banking, RHB Bank Bhd

“RHB stepped up to the 
plate and helped small 
businesses weather 
the storm by going 
above and beyond in 
its COVID relief efforts.”
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To further aid SMEs in a time of need, the loan 
application processes were also reviewed in 
order to simplify the requirements. Customers 
are only required to submit two documents 
digitally during the loan application and answer 
basic questions in order to find out if they are 
eligible for a loan. The turnaround time (TAT) 
from loan submission to approval stood at 
around 6 days as of February 2022; a marked 
improvement of 70% compared to 2 years ago.

Reciprocally, this increased sales productivity 
as Acceptance Case Per Sales improved by 
80% compared with March 2020 figures. In 
short, by simplifying the underwriting process 
and employing a rule-based process engine to 

optimize loan approvals, the significantly shorter 
turnaround time has created a positive customer 
experience and an improved acceptance rate.

RHB’s recently launched Together We Progress 
24 (TWP24) 2022-2024 strategy is a reflection 
on the bank’s commitment in prioritising 
customer experience by bringing together 
the best digital experiences for the benefit of 
customers. With the promise of more digital 
financing innovations in the pipelines, RHB aims 
to incorporate Design Thinking into its culture 
and will continue to focus on delivering market-
leading and seamless customer experience that 
holistically addresses the customer’s personal 
and business needs.
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Standard Chartered Pakistan: 
Leveraging digital to offer a 
complete suite of Islamic products

Its clients demand immediacy and simplicity in the 
offering and with this agenda in mind, SC Pakistan 
is digitizing the entire client journey – from account 
opening to servicing for which investments are 
being made to enable real-time client on-boarding 
with efficient turnaround times. 

Moreover, its self-service banking paves the way 
for clients to open an account and avail of financing 
or wealth products via Online Banking/SC Mobile 
without any human intervention. These initiatives 
mean automating manual processes, developing 
online connectivity between core banking systems, 
introducing responsive & interactive channels, and 
automating the credit decision engine, enabling 
real-time account set-up and product fulfilment. 

With all the reported innovation, it’s interesting 
that Standard Chartered Bank Pakistan is the 
oldest (and largest) international bank in Pakistan. 
It is also the first international bank to be awarded 
an Islamic banking license and the first to open 
an Islamic banking branch. Saadiq is the brand 
name for Standard Chartered’s Islamic Banking 
proposition.

Among its notable achievements include: 

• The only international bank in Pakistan 
offering a complete suite of Islamic products 
for Retail, Commercial and Corporate client 
segments 

• Approximately 88% of the transactions are 
performed digitally 

• 1st bank to offer Shariah-compliant credit card 
in Pakistan 

• Offers a range of Shariah compliant digital 
banking solutions 

• 2nd bank in the country to offer Shariah-
compliant Personal Finance product 

• Offers a complete range of Shariah-Compliant 
Retail products - Home finance, Auto finance, 
Personal finance Business finance, Deposits, 
and Wealth Management 

Adding a feather to its cap, Standard Chartered 
Bank Pakistan also brought home the awards, Best 
Digital Bank for CX – Pakistan and Best Islamic Bank 
for Digital CX – Pakistan at the Digital CX Awards 
2022 organised by The Digital Banker.

“Standard Chartered Bank Pakistan has been 
offering a comprehensive range of services 
including innovative digital and financial Shariah-
compliant solutions to its clients. With having a 
client-centric approach while designing its products 
and digital platform to be the best it could be, the 
team has proven why it is a leader second to none,” 
said Nirav Patel, Managing Director at The Digital 
Banker during the awards ceremony.

Standard Chartered Bank Pakistan (SC Pakistan) is a paragon of digital innovation 
because of its best-in-class digital banking platforms which are integrated with 
core banking systems, aggregators, government databases, and third-party service 
providers to deliver a seamless banking experience to its clients.
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Upgraded SC Mobile App
The SC Mobile app offers fully digital straight-
through client onboarding and servicing. The 
solution is unique because it was designed based 
entirely on input from SC Pakistan’s clients. This 
initiative aims to digitize the most popular banking 
services, including straight-through processing of 
Assets products, wealth management applications 
and deal bookings. 

As part of the digital agenda, aiming to provide a 
one-window solution to clients, SC Pakistan plans to 
make wealth products available on a digital platform 
where a client can apply for insurance (Takaful) and 
investments. The Bank also has plans of digitizing 
routine transactions and service requests, aiming to 
automate all branch services on its digital channels. 
To accomplish this, SC Mobile will offer clients the 
ability to conduct all routine banking transactions/
service requests digitally through online banking/SC 
Mobile. 

In addition, there are also plans of integrating with 
a large telecommunication company for increased 
on-boarding of billers. Currently, SC Pakistan’s 
Online Banking/SC Mobile platform is integrated 
with a centralized portal which provides online bill 
payment service to customers for over 50 billers 
digitally. 

In the future, SC Pakistan will be rolling out new 
initiatives and updates to further improve its digital 
CX. Among them are: 

• Value-added services – more than 30 new 
services on Mobile/Online banking to be offered 
to clients with 24/7 access round the clock 

“Standard Chartered 
Bank Pakistan has 
been offering a 
comprehensive range 
of services including 
innovative digital and 
financial Shariah-
compliant solutions to 
its clients.”

and faster turnaround time. This will also help 
reduce the dependency on the physical branch 
network. 

• Real-Time On-boarding - enhancing the digital 
product suite by offering Wealth management 
products that include Takaful, Mutual funds 
and Personal Finance products.  This will be 
paperless and straight-through processing. 

• Upgraded Mobile Platform - by upgrading its 
existing mobile platform from, the Bank will be 
able to improve the UX (user experience) and UI 
(user interface). SCB Saadiq Pakistan will be the 
first country across all SCB markets to make this 
implementation. 

• Live chat - Web-based real-time chat to facilitate 
overseas and local clients to improve client 
engagement and experience.
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UOB Thailand: A smart choice for 
Thai SMEs

If there’s anything that the pandemic has taught us in the past two years, it is that 
SMEs are the lifeblood of the global economy. However, they are also typically less 
resilient in the face of shocks. To cope with the drastic changes and unforeseen risks, 
SMEs are turning to digital solutions. To meet this increasing demand, UOB has stepped 
up its online offering.

UOB SME Smart Choice is Thailand’s first digital 
insurance platform for Small and Medium Sized 
Enterprises (SMEs). It was launched in November 
2021 to educate SMEs about the importance of 
general insurance and to streamline the process 
of purchasing general insurance for small and 
medium-sized businesses. “UOB SME Smart Choice” 
leverages a digital platform to provide business 

owners with a real-time insurance premium 
quotation depending on the coverage they desire 
for their properties and operating assets.

At the recent Digital CX Awards 2022 organised 
by The Digital Banker, UOB Thailand has been 
bestowed the award, Best Digital Insurance Product 
for CX. 
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“Typically, the end-to-end process of purchasing 
general insurance for SMEs takes between 3-5 
days before receiving the insurance policy. With 
UOB SME Smart Choice, SMEs can complete the 
transaction and get the policy only within minutes 
– an outstanding example of using digital to 
significantly enhance customer experience,” said 
Nirav Patel, Managing Director at The Digital Banker 
during the awards ceremony.

First digital insurance platform for 
SMEs in Thailand
UOB SME Smart Choice is the 1st digital insurance 
platform for SMEs in Thailand which allows business 
owners easier access to critical insurance products 
to protect them against public liability, loss & 
damage against burglary, and natural perils such 
as floods. This allows SMEs to focus on their core 
business operations while having peace of mind 
that major risks are well covered.

The primary value proposition of this initiative is 
to help SMEs gain the protection that they need 
without the complexity and hassle that usually come 
with buying a policy. 

Through UOB SME Smart Choice, UOB Thailand 
can now offer insurance products to customers 
anywhere and anytime, overcoming the limitations 
of traditional face-to-face transactions. Aside from 
the usual sales channel, this digital platform will 
also be a key revenue-generating engine for the 
Bank. UOB plans to sell at least 3,000 insurance 
applications through this platform in 2022.

UOB Thailand’s aspiration for this project is to 
encourage SMEs to purchase general insurance 
to minimise potential loss from unexpected or 
unfortunate business events. With this goal in 
mind, the bank devised a strategy to make the 
process of purchasing general insurance easier 
for SMEs. 

This digital platform not only improved customer 
experience but also helped UOB Thailand lower 
its acquisition cost. Instead of relying on a 
salesperson to offer the product face-to-face, 
which may be impractical given the nature of 
general insurance, the digital platform will help 
bring down acquisition costs and overcome the 
risk and disadvantages of traditional face-to-face 
selling channels. 

“With UOB SME 
Smart Choice, 
SMEs can purchase 
general insurance 
within minutes – 
an outstanding 
example of using 
digital to significantly 
enhance customer 
experience.”
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Standard Chartered Saadiq Berhad (SCSB), the Islamic banking arm of Standard 
Chartered had set its footprint in Malaysia in early 2008 to create a distinct identity 
and reiterate the Bank’s commitment to providing innovative banking solutions based 
on Islamic values. Among its notable achievements include: 

• First International Bank to offer Islamic banking products in Malaysia in 1993 
• The only international Islamic bank with a Global Retail footprint in Asia, Africa, and 

the Middle East
• Serves all retail client segments –Personal, Premium, Priority, Priority Private and 

Business Banking segments
• Competitive range of Consumer and Business Banking products – Deposit, Business 

Finance, Home Finance, and Wealth Management solutions. 
• Distribution of Islamic products through various channels including dedicated 

Saadiq branches, Conventional branches, telesales and direct sales. 
• Digital onboarding for Islamic Current or Savings Account (CASA) – Face-to-face, non-

face-to-face, and also for Takaful subscription via iPad – paperless application and 
processing

• New-To-Bank (NTB) clients can also be onboarded via SC Mobile eKYC (non-face-to-
face) platform

Standard Chartered Saadiq: 
Expanding footprint in Malaysia 
through Digital CX

As a bank that constantly finds ways to 
accommodate the growing and ever-evolving needs 
of its clients, Standard Chartered Saadiq was given 
well-deserved recognition at the Digital CX Awards 
2022 organised by The Digital Banker. It won the 
awards, Best Islamic Bank for Digital CX – Malaysia, 
Outstanding Innovation in Digital CX - FX Solution, 
and Outstanding Transformation in Digital CX by a 
Wealth Manager. 

“Standard Chartered Saadiq Islamic financial 
solutions extend across the Bank’s entire client 
spectrum, encompassing retail, SMEs, corporate 
and government and financial institutions. These 
products can be conveniently accessed through 
the branches, making ‘Saadiq’ or Islamic banking 
a critical pillar of the Standard Chartered Malaysia 

franchise,” said Nirav Patel, Managing Director at 
The Digital Banker during the awards ceremony.

Digital CX as an engine of business 
growth 
Despite its notable accomplishments, Standard 
Chartered Saadiq continues to improve its digital 
customer experience to further accelerate business 
growth. 

Digital Accelerator for Wealth
Management (WM)
Standard Chartered Malaysia accelerates its WM 
digital capability through the launch of SmartDirect, 
a mutual funds platform on its Online Banking 
and SC Mobile Banking App. Its open architecture 
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platform provides clients access to over 250 Mutual 
Funds across 5 fund houses and access to funds in 
foreign currency. The platform is available around-
the-clock; hence, it is convenient for clients as well 
as responsive to their needs. 

Additionally, LiveFX is a one-stop FX platform on 
the move through SC Mobile and Online Banking. 
It is a real-time FX conversion platform that allows 
clients to capture market opportunities. Clients 
are given exclusive access to economic indicator 
updates, the latest FX news and market insights at 
their fingertips. With this platform, clients would 
be able to get a comprehensive view of currency 
pairs complete with news, market data, price charts, 
technical analysis, Buy/Sell Ratio and FX Poll. 

Digital On-boarding for Islamic Current or 
Savings Account (CASA) 
Face-to-face onboarding for all clients via iPad, 
Retail Work Bench (RWB), which is a branch digital 

platform and the bank’s website (sc.com). Clients 
will be on-onboarded via these platforms with 
assistance from bank staff but without having to fill 
up any physical forms.

Non-face-to-face onboarding for existing clients 
via iPad and Retail Work Bench (RWB), which is the 
branch digital platform, SC Mobile and the bank’s 
website (sc.com). Clients will be on-onboarded via 
these platforms on their own at their convenience. 

If clients want to subscribe to Takaful products, 
this can currently be done via iPad. All the 
applications and processing are paperless using 
the digital platform which increases the efficiency 
of onboarding the clients to select the preferred 
packages for their savings, investment as well as 
protection. 

Promoting Halal Industry
SCSB is aggressively promoting a Shariah-compliant 
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proposition named ‘Halal360 ’which is designed 
to help businesses to thrive within the halal trade 
economic landscape. The most attractive feature of 
this proposition is the financial incentives offered 
by SCSB for halal businesses in Malaysia. Financial 
incentives are accorded to halal SME exporters in 
the form of attractive foreign exchange rates on 
export proceeds, preferential pricing on current 
and savings accounts and lower rates on business 
instalment financing programs. 

Financial Literacy Program 
Financial literacy is very important as it equips 
everyone with the knowledge and skills to manage 
money effectively. As part of the initiative to support 
the community, SCSB offers financial literacy 
program for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 
and individuals. The purpose is to develop financial 
literacy in society and nurture small business 
owners to succeed. 

About 1.15 million SMEs make up 97.2% of the total 
number of business establishments in Malaysia. 
On the whole, they contribute 38.2% or RM512.8 
billion to the national gross domestic product 
(GDP) last year, which makes them the backbone 
of the Malaysian economy. The modules that SCSB 
prepared for SMEs include managing cash flow, 
budgeting, accounting and business planning. 

As for individuals, the Bank shared with them key 
insights on the importance of money, managing 
money, financial products, Islamic banking and 
investments. Due to Movement Control Order 
imposed by the Government to curb the Covid-19 
spread, all of the sessions conducted in 2021 were 
completed virtually via webinars. 

Despite this, SCSB has reached out to 1,575 
individuals including entrepreneurs and youth 
which is 225% more compared to the number of 
participants that it had in 2020. 

“SCSB is aggressively 
promoting Shariah-
compliant proposition 
named ‘Halal360 
‘which is designed 
to help businesses 
to thrive within the 
halal trade economic 
landscape.”

Image: monticello / Shutterstock.com
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Well before the COVID-19 pandemic hits, Qatar Islamic Bank (QIB) has been 
accelerating its shift to digital channels as part of its bank-wide digital transformation 
strategy to offer its customers the most convenient and safe banking experience. 
With numerous products, services, and updates to its existing product line, QIB is 
successfully meeting its customers’ demands and addressing today’s innovation 
challenges.

QIB Mobile App is a digital one-stop 
shop that transforms how
you bank

Needless to say, the pandemic has created 
a monumental shift from physical to digital 
by accelerating the natural progress of most 
operations. In June 2021, QIB has announced the 
launch of an all-new version of its award-winning 
Mobile App allowing customers to fulfil all their 
banking needs from anywhere in the world, at any 
time with more than 140 features.

Creating a simplified and more engaging 
user experience, the revamped app adopts 
a convenient, “step by step”, approach with 
enhanced navigation to enable easy and full 
access to the bank’s digital services. 

Customers have always been at the heart of 
QIB’s strategy, and through intensive research 
and customer insights, the bank first understood 
the changes in customers’ behaviours and their 
needs when it comes to mobile banking. As such, 
QIB decided to focus its efforts on designing a 
revamped app which caters to the requirements 
and expectations of its customers. 

These efforts have gained accolades from its 
peers in the industry when QIB was recognized as 
Best Digital Bank for CX – Qatar and Best Islamic 
Bank for Digital Customer Experience at the 
Digital CX Awards 2022 organised by The Digital 
Banker.

“QIB has embarked on a bank-wide digital 
transformation program with the primary objectives 
of improving customers’ experiences, modernizing 
the bank’s offerings and contributing positively to 
the bank’s profitability. As such, it remains to be a 
leader ready to soar to greater heights,” said Nirav 
Patel, Managing Director at The Digital Banker 
during the awards ceremony.

A series of transformational change
At the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, QIB 
launched a series of new digital banking solutions 
to support customers in fulfilling all their banking 
needs remotely. QIB invested significantly in 
upgrading its Mobile App and Internet Banking 
Platforms and launched a brand new Corporate 
Mobile App. 

Being the first bank in Qatar to introduce end-
to-end digital products via its Mobile App, such 
as Instant Finance, Instant Credit Card, Digital 
Onboarding, and the Domestic Workers’ Digital 
Account, QIB has succeeded in increasing 
customers’ trust and usage of its digital channels to 
fulfil most of their daily banking needs, payments, 
and local and international transfers.

QIB is the first bank in Qatar to launch video 
banking via its Mobile App. This service allows 
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existing QIB customers to easily place a video call 
with a QIB service agent to get real-time, efficient 
guidance. 

QIB is the first bank in Qatar to launch a 
conversational virtual assistant armed with 
proprietary artificial intelligence and machine 
learning algorithms. ’Zaki,’ meaning smart, allows 
customers to interact with the bank 24/7. 

In 2021, QIB launched Apple pay where QIB’s 
customers can pay using iPhone and Apple Watch 
at retail stores via POS devices and with iPhone, 
iPad, and Mac while shopping in apps or online. 
Recently, QIB has also introduced Google Pay to 
Debit, Credit and Prepaid Cardholders to start using 
their Android and WearOS devices to tap and pay on 
the go.

In addition, the bank launched Visa Direct which is 
a remittance solution for customers to pay from an 
account to any Visa Card and around the world. 

QIB also introduced further enhancements to its 
holistic Loyalty Program by adding major merchants 
as part of the redemption avenues. 

QIB launched for the Qatari market a first-of-its-kind 
‘Discreet Mode’ feature on its intuitive Mobile App. 

The innovative new feature allows QIB customers to 
hide their account and card balances, deposits, and 
financial details when using the QIB Mobile App in 
public locations – a seemingly simple yet very useful 
feature to protect customers’ privacy. 

Another notable innovation is the new ‘Instant 
Finance Against Deposit’ feature, a first of its kind 
in Qatar, available now on its Mobile App. QIB 
customers who have Fixed or Certificate of Deposits 
with the bank can now avail of instant financing 
through the app backed by their deposits. Using a 

“QIB has announced 
the launch of an 
all-new version of 
its award-winning 
Mobile App allowing 
customers to fulfil all 
their banking needs 
from anywhere in the 
world.”
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QR Code, QIB customers can now add a transfer 
beneficiary or share their account details on the 
QIB Mobile App. By simply logging in to the app, 
customers can share the QR code with anybody 
from their contact list to scan and transfer money to 
their accounts within QIB.

Customers responded well. 78% of new accounts 
for existing customers opened digitally and 64% of 
new customers have digitally onboarded (including 
WPS customers). In addition, sales of One Click 
Financing averaged 57% while Instant credit card 
sales averaged at 49%. 

Moreover, QIB has enhanced the cheque book 
request feature, which allows customers to instantly 
know if they are eligible to get a cheque book and 
immediately request one without the need to wait 
for approvals. This new feature allows customers to 
save time as the whole eligibility criteria process will 
take place automatically and instantly. Following the 
upgrade, customers can also now avail of Instant 
Credit Card (ICC), an instant card request feature, 
which enables them to instantly get a replacement 
card or a supplementary card request for their 
families and get their request approved instantly 
without the need to file a request at a branch. 

With more than 140 features, the QIB Mobile App 
continues to be the customers’ preferred banking 
channel and a digital one-stop shop for answering 
all their banking needs from any location across the 
globe.

“With more than 140 
features, the QIB Mobile 
App continues to be the 
customers’ preferred 
banking channel and a 
digital one-stop shop 
for answering all their 
banking needs from 
any location across the 
globe.”
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Why Climate Change is a Priority 
for Fintech

Stakeholders in digital financial technology companies are already on high alert about 
the inherent danger climate change poses to the global economy and its survival as a 
corporate sector in particular. 

 With more daring occurrences like the recent 
monsoon floods in Pakistan and other parts of 
Asia that continue to ravage infrastructures and 
alter economic activities, these institutions are 
now facing the reality in terms of revenue losses 
occasioned by direct and indirect climate changes; 
hence cannot ignore the concerns.

While efforts are in top gear globally, towards 
reducing the real and potential threat to life and 
economic losses by changing weather and recurring 
natural disasters, much may not be achieved unless 
the right policy is put in place by industry players. 

Interestingly, there is an increased urgency in recent 
times by policymakers and financiers regarding 
climate change implications on the financial sector.

How do they hope to survive? 
With physical risks and transition risks already 
identified as areas of interest that must be properly 
evaluated and implemented, all those involved must 
begin to think in one direction.

In doing so, exposures should be put into 
consideration since it varies geographically in terms 

“International financial 
institutions seem to 
be leading the trail in 
the commitment to 
net zero greenhouse 
gas emissions and 
adopting business 
carbon neutrality.”
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of vulnerability. It is obvious that financial 
institutions get climate shock through direct 
association with the impacted communities 
or establishments, and it often comes as a 
response that tilts towards loan default or 
devaluation of assets.

The notable practice among financial players 
is the tendency to reduce lending because of 
climate shocks. This practically spells doom for 
the global economy in general. 

Already, experts think that climate change will 
not just make insurance expensive in impacted 
areas, but banks, insurers, and reinsurers 
are also less willing to diversify for fear of the 
unknown. There is also a thinking that losses 
among firms not adhering to low carbon 
emission policy abound. As such, no Fintech 
firm wants to be left behind in policies aimed at 
curbing carbon emissions.

So, what is the way forward? 
To ensure a holistic approach, the NGFS is said 
to be working on integrating climate-associated 
risks into regulation and financial stability 
assessment. By this, all prudential regulators 
are mandated to add climate change situations 
into insurance firms’ stress tests for physical 
and transition risks, even as such regulations 
should help climate risk rather than dwindle 
prudential regulation. 

Also, global investment needs and financing 
for climate change issues may just be another 
opportunity for investors, as the rise in 
sustainable finance among asset categories 
indicates this rising popularity and how 
investors view climate change policies.

Recall that the global asset size for sustainable 
finance is projected at $3 trillion to $31 trillion 
as the equities, demand, and policy support 
encouraged the issuance of green bonds, with 
a rise of about $590 billion sometime in 2019, 
from $78 billion four years back. The main 
purpose is to mitigate climate change with 
friendly policies. 

Amidst this growing concern, what 
can Fintech do?
Already there is a compulsory call for banks to 
move away from financing fossil fuels. Global 
players in the banking sector like the Bank 
of America, JPMorgan Chase, and others are 
reported to be investing trillions of dollars’ 
worth of funds in clean technology and 
sustainable development as part of sustainable 
financing and Environmental, Social, and 
Governance (ESG).

With this pressure from leading global 
institutions and increasing climate awareness, 
including promising legislation, there is a record 
increase in green banking. Stakeholders have 
agreed to an intersection between finance, 
sustainability, and technology, and for this 
reason, Fintech must leverage green technology 
for environmental sustainability.

International financial institutions seem to 
be leading the trail in the commitment to net 
zero greenhouse gas emissions and adopting 
business carbon neutrality. Notably, Bank of 
America already met carbon neutrality for 
Scope 1 and 2 with about a 45% reduction in 
energy consumption plus a swap to renewable 
electricity.

The financial sector must, as a matter of 
responsibility, reduce exposure to carbon-heavy 
industries as findings suggest that the majority 
of the banks still finance fossil fuel projects. 
Banks can also join green Fintech in making 
retail banking worthwhile for environmentally-
friendly customers, who do not mind paying 
more for a sustainable consumer product. They 
can also adopt ESG investing as a strategy for 
wealth creation by maintaining a green project 
portfolio.

It will be highly encouraging if financial 
institutions incorporate ESG schemes in their 
corporate social responsibility. Sustainability 
strategies should be an area of focus in banking, 
although it can only be achieved when Eco-
friendly policies are adopted as part of everyday 
banking operations.

https://www.imf.org/en/Blogs/Articles/2019/10/10/Blog-connecting-the-dots-between-sustainable-finance-and-financial-stability
https://www.netguru.com/blog/fintech-reduce-environmental-impact
https://www.netguru.com/blog/fintech-reduce-environmental-impact
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Disclaimer: Please note that we do all we can to ensure accuracy and timeliness of the information presented herein but errors may still 
understandably occur in some cases. If you believe that a serious inaccuracy has been made, please email nirav@digitalbankeronline.com. 
This report is provided for information purposes only. The Digital Banker accepts no responsibility whatsoever for any direct or indirect losses 
arising from the use of this report or its contents.
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